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Traditional pub restaurants can be found around every corner, serving the usual 

homemade delights such as bangers and mash or fish and chips. That’s what we’ve 

come to expect and enjoy. 

When you step inside the historic building at the Windmill Arms, in East 

Hanningfield, you’re greeted with a bustling “local” feel, farmhouse furniture, 

character beams and a roaring fire within a beautiful inglenook.  

But, that is where the stereotype ends. 

We dined here on a dark and damp Friday evening so the warm and cosy atmosphere 

was welcome. If we’d been served hearty homemade dishes, we’d have been content. 

Instead, we were offered a menu to distract from the weather outside and to tempt our 

taste buds. 

Mother and daughter owners Tracey and Danielle Kirkham could not have been more 

welcoming. After introducing us to the specials board, more than one option had 

already caught both mine and my partner Mark’s eyes. 

Happily seated between the warmth of the fireplace and the temptation of the desserts 

cabinet, we perused the main menu which did nothing to dampen our enthusiasm for 

the place. 

I was tempted by the breaded brie wedges, but instead opted for the homemade pate 

served with toast and beetroot relish (£4.25) while Mark immediately selected the 

garlic mushrooms, sautéed in garlic butter and served on a toasted crouton (£3.95). 

As we sat back to enjoy our drinks, we were able to really absorb our surroundings. 

Several other tables had been filled with guests (including couples and a family), 

while the back bar was packed with locals enjoying a Friday night drink.  

We didn’t have to wait long before the first of our courses arrived. And wow, what an 

impression! My chunk of game terrine was wrapped in bacon and accompanied by the 

lightest toast and fine beetroot relish. The mixure of textures and flavours were simply 

heavenly and I soon cleared the plate. 

Mark’s dish looked so equally appealing I had to have a sample. The pile of 

mushrooms atop the toasted crouton were complimented perfectly with some melting 

brie. 

Once our appetites had recovered, it was on to the mains of poached salmon and 

asparagus salmon (£8.50) for me and lamb burgers, mint mayo, chunky chips and 

salad garnish (£8.25) for Mark, both from the specials board. 

Mine was a surprise cold dish, but tasty and full of flavour nonetheless. The bowl was 

full of chunks of fish and finished with a drizzle of salad dressing. 

Mark was in his element and managed a “that’s amazing” as he enjoyed his first 

mouthful. He said the lightly toasted burger buns and slight mint flavour only brought 

out the moist flavour of the lamb further. 

We were both pleasantly surprised by the elaborate presentation of our dishes, which 

would not look out of place in a pricey high street restaurant. 

On to desserts and a tough decision from the homemade puddings board. 



Mine was the white chocolate and raspberry torte (it had been sat right next to us in 

the cabinet so I’d had my eye on it!) while Mark chose the Belgian toffee waffle (both 

£3.95). Just when we thought we knew what to expect from the Windmill, we found 

ourselves delighted once again when we were both served with the most pretty of 

puddings, complete with shot glasses of cream. 

Our cosy evening out at a traditional local turned into an experience to tempt, delight 

and impress our eyes, our taste buds and our stomachs. It definitely taught us what 

you see is not always what you get. And that, in this case, is no bad thing. 


